
AN ANALYSIS OF THE WEST SIDE STORY AN ADAPTION OF ROMEO

AND JULIET

Free Essay: The play West Side Story, by Arthur Laurents, is based upon the play Romeo and The source of violence in
Romeo and Juliet and West Side Story is the Essay Movie Analysis: West Side Story West Side Story written by Arthur
Laurents is actually a modern adaptation of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet.

She stabs ner heart witn a dagger which showed a lot more courage than taking down pills. Identical to Romeo
and Juliet, love is their sole concern. West Side Story shows that society has become more technologically
advanced and the use of film was popular. West Side Story,  The two main female characters also have many
things in common. A pattern that has developed through the different texts is their tendency to use the flexible
contextual components of Romeo and Juliet to convey the issues important to society at the time of composing
it. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the essays in the library; essay
content should not be construed as advice. Both episodes result in the deaths of Mercutio and Tybalt, and Riff
and Bernardo. This text contains universal values that have proven to be relevant to generations over four
hundred years and is still continuing to appeal to audiences today. Baz Luhrmann incorporates traditional
dialogue with modern slang, constantly mixing this historical masterpiece with contemporary viewpoints of
teenage love. For example, the play is set in Verona, Italy, however the film is set in the teeming seaside
called Verona Beach that bears striking resemblance to Miami Beach, a cunning twist to make the film more
relatable to modern audiences. Later, another similarity takes place. For example, in the opening scene where
we see the Montague boys and Capulet boys first involved in a fight, the use of a gas station and various
architectural surroundings of buildings, enhance this ultra modernised version of this tale. The main male
characters have many things in common. The violence in West Side Story is relatively tame, viewed by a
contemporary audience. Instead she made a logical decision to allow her love for Romeo to guide her
priorities. Both stories seek to portray the chaos and obstacles that surround passion and love. The themes that
are present in the film are similar to the original themes, however some new themes such as drugs and gun
culture have been introduced to reflect the current society that the film was produced in. Additionally the use
of props and use of vehicles is very deliberate to establish the contemporary setting of the film. Technological
advancements are the reasons for these changes in the text. The text in its altered state shows the audience
what emotions Shakespeare was able to lock into his play that are so rudimentary that they relate to humans in
every context. Along with the dance atmosphere, the discovery of the doomed love affair is interpreted in a
unique fashion in West Side Story, possibly losing passion in the adaptation. Reading example essays works
the same way! Had these male characters, Romeo and Tony, did not have such intensity of feelings in the first
place, the love they feel for their women â€” Juliet and Maria respectively, would not have existed. His
prejudice almost permits the brawl to go on, and the Jets certainly take the hint. This is evident in the scene of
Mercutios death when Luhrmann uses special effects to create dark clouds, thunder and wind in comparison to
the previously leasant weather to convey to the audience that the mood had changed immediately after
Mercutios death. What makes you cringe? Maria, on the other hand, did not commit suicide upon seeing Tony
killed by Chino. It is the very essence of this human experience that can be translated within any generation, at
any given point in time that makes the story of Romeo and Juliet so unique and universal.


